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ABSTRACT. A partly phenomenological theory and model a re constructed of cyclically surging glaciers. 
During the a fter-surge portion of a surge cycle the lower portion of a glacier becomes increasingly stagna nt. 
The upper part of the glacier gradually becomes more active as both its thickness a nd the magnitude of its 
basal shear stress increase . In the region between these two parts, ca lled by us the trigger zone, the value of 
the deriva tive of the basal shear stress in the longitudinal direction of the glacier gradually increases with 
time. T he pressure gradient in the wa ter a t the base of a glacier is rela ted to the derivative of the basal shear 
stress. The pressure gradient decreases as the basal shear-stress gradient increases. The pressure gradient 
actually can take on negative va lues, a condition which produces "up-hill" water flow a t the base of a 
glacier . A surge is started in the trigger zone when water is dammed there by a zero water-pressure gradient. 
The zone of fast-sliding velocities propaga tes up the glacier from the trigger zone with a velocity of the order 
of a surge velocity. The fas t-sliding velocity zone also propaga tes d own the glacier because of increased 
melt-wa ter production . 

REs~ME. Les crues cycliques des glaciers. On construit un modele et une theorie partiellement phenomeno
logique des crues glaciaires cycliques. Penda nt la partie d 'un cycle qui suit la crue, la pa rti e inferieure du 
glacier d evient de plus en plus stagnante. La pa rtie superieure d evient progress ivement plus active puisque 
son epaisseur e t I'intensite de la contra inte d e cisaillement it la base sont croissantes. Da ns la region situee 
entre ces deux parties, que nous appellerons la zone de declenchement, la va leur de la derivee d e la contrainte 
d e cisa illement it la base da ns le sens longitudinal croit avec le temps. Le gradient d e pression d ans l'eau it la 
base d 'un glacier es t fonction d e la derivee d e la contrainte de cisaillement it la base. Ce gradient decroi t 
qua nd augmente la contrainte d e cisa illement. Le gradien t d e pression peut en fa it prendre des va leurs 
negatives, ce qui produit un ecoulement d 'eau vers l'amon t it la base du glacier . U ne crue dema rre dans la 
zone de declenchement lorsque l'eau y est bloquee pa r un gradient nul de press ion d e l'eau. La zone de 
gra ndes vitesses d e glissement s'e tend vers le haut du glacier it partir d e la zone de declenchement avec une 
ra pidi te de l'ordre de la vitesse de la crue. La zone d e grande vitesse de glissement se propage auss i vers l'aval 
en ra ison d e la production accrue d 'eau de fusion. 

ZUSAMM EN FASSUNG. Z yklisches schllelles Vo rslossell VO Il Glelschern. Fur zykli ch schnell vorstossende Gletscher 
wurde eine teilweise pha nomenologische ~1odelltheori e konstruiert. Wa hrend d er Phase nach einem 
schnel len Vorstoss ,eines solchen Zyklus stagniert der untere T eil eines Gletschers immer mehr. Der obere 
T eil des Gletschers wird allma hlich a kti ve r, d a sowohl seine M achtigkeit wie a uch die Starke d er Scher
spannungen am Grunde a nwachsen . Im Gebiet zwischen diesen beiden T eilen, das wir die Auslosezone 
(irigger ZOlle) nennen, wachst die Ableitung d er Scherspa nnung a m G rund in d er Langsrichtung des 
Gletschers allma hlich mit der Zeit. Der Druckgradient im Wasser a m G rund eines Gletschers steht in 
Beziehung mit der Ableitung d er basalen Scherspa nnung. Der Druckgradient nimmt mit anwachsenden 
G radienten der basalen Scherspa nnung ab . Der Druckgradient kann ta tsachlich negative Werte a nnehmen, 
ein Zusta nd, d er ein Bergauf-Stromen des Wassers a m Grund eines G letschers hervorruft. Ein schneller 
Vorstoss beginnt in d er Auslosezone, wenn dart Wasser infolge eines Druckgradienten 0 aufgestaut wird. 
Die Zone mit hoher Gleitgeschwindigkeit weite t si ch von d er Auslosezone gletscheraufwarts mi t einer 
Geschwindigkeit von der Grossenordnung eines schnellen Vorstosses a us. Aber a uch gletscherabwa rts 
breitet sie sich wegen d er zunehmenden Schmelzwasserproduktion a us. 

I NTRODUCTION 

Glaciers that surge apparently do so cyclically, that is, they surge at regular intervals in 
time (M eier and Post, 1969) . It does not appear likely that surges occur by chance in an 
ordinary glacier at irregular intervals. (Fast-moving outlet glaciers of ice sheets are an 
exception to this generalization . These glaciers can be considered to be in a permanent state 
of surging (W eertman in discussion to M eier and Post, 1969, p. 816).) In this paper we con
sider two problems: why surging glaciers surge in a cyclic fashion and what triggers the 
surges. Our solution to the problems is based on the assumption that the sliding velocity of a 
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glacier can be a double- (or multiple-) valued function of the basal shear stress. Several 
mechanisms that lead to double-valued functions have been proposed in the past. A process 
that can trigger surges, which involves reversed or stationary water flow at the base of a glacier, 
is presented in this paper . 

Important field observations on several surging glaciers 

Although considerable interest exists in the problem of glacier surges, a satisfactory series 
of measurements of the major parameters governing the motion of a surging glacier is not 
likely to be made for some time. H owever, various observations of a more limited range of 
parameters are available for a few surging glaciers. An informative set of measurements was 
made on the profile of Finsterwalderbreen in Spitsbergen (Liest0l, 1969) . These observa
tions are made even more useful when they are combined with the gravity-based depth 
measurements of the lower two-thirds of this glacier (Husebye and others, [1 965] ). 

Figure 1 a shows the surface profiles of Finsterwalderbreen in the years 18g8, 1920 and 
1964 (Liest0I, 1969) . The lower surface profile (Husebye and others, [1965] ) is also shown in 
this figure. Figure 1 b shows a plot of the approximate value of the basal shear stress T versus 
distance along the axis of the glacier. The approximate value of the basal shear stress is given 
by the well-known equation 

T = pgh sin et (I) 

where p is the density of ice, g is the gravitational acceleration, h is the ice thickness, and et is 
the slope of the upper ice surface. (The true value of the basal shear stress T* is given by 
Equation ( I ) with the addition of a term containing the longitudinal stress existing in the 
glacier. The stress T also can be corrected with the hydraulic radius correction factor. For a 
typical glacier this correction factor reduces the basal shear stress calculated from Equation 
(I), or Equation ( 14), by a factor of about 0.7. ) The values of h and et used to calculate the 
curves in Figure 1 b are values averaged over distance intervals of 0.5 km. 
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Fig. I. (a) Upper and lower ice-surface profiles of Finsterwalderbreen ( from H usebye and others, [1965]; L iestol, 1969) . 
(b ) The approximate shear stress T = pgh sin a versus distance along the glacier. 
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Only one surge has occurred in Finsterwalderbreen since observations have been made 
on i t. W e believe that the form of the 1898 profile will develop again around 1980 to complete 
one cycle in its history. W e believe the five surface profiles presented by Liest01 (1969) 
represent stages, separated 14- 22 years apart, of one surge cycle. 

Consider certain features of the results given in Figure I . The surge occurred in some 
unknown year (or years) between 1898 and 1920. In 1920 the term T was equal to 0.6 bar 
in the lower 5 km of the glacier and was equal to 0.8 bar in the next 5 km up-stream . If 
allowance is made for the accumulation and ablation of snow a nd ice between the time of the 
surge and the 1920 measurement, the term T must have been equal to or less than about 
0.7 bar in the first 10 km from the snout of the glacier immediately after the surge. This 
result agrees with the conclusion of Meier and Post ( 1969) : "The active phase of the surge 
appears to end when the stress component pgh sin 0(, or the total bed shear stress, reaches a 
certain low value." 

After the surge the value of T in the upper zone of Figure 1 (5- 10 km from the end of the 
glacier) gradually increases with time. By 1964 the mean value of T in this zone was about 
I bar. In the "stagnant" region of the lower zone, that is, the first 3 km of the glacier, the 
value of T everywhere decreased with time. 

From 3 to 5 km from the end of the glacier, a region we term the "trigger zone", the 
value of T remained constant from 1920 to 1964. H owever, in 1898, shortly before the last 
surge of the glacier, T had reached the large value of abou t l. 7 bar. 

A study of the profiles of Muldrow Glacier in Alaska published by Post (1960) leads to 
simi lar conclusions about the behaviour of T for this surging glacier (see Fig. 2). Unfortunately, 
a bedrock profile is not available for Muldrow Glacier and only estimates of it can be made. 
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Fig. 2. Same plots as for Figure 1 but for Muldrow Glacier ( from Post, 1960). The bed profiles A and B are two possible 
profiles that can be inferred from Post's (1960) data. 
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It appears likely that in the trigger zone of this glacier, at a distance of 15- 2 I km from the 
end of the glacier, the term T also was of the order of 1.7 bar before the last surge. 

The examples of Finsterwalderbreen and Muldrow Glacier fit another general con
clusion of Meier and Post (1969): " During the quiescent phase, the ice reservoir thickens. 
When the glacier becomes sufficiently thick and steep at the lower part of the reservoir, the 
component of the basal shear stress pgh sin ex apparently reaches a critical value and the 
surge begins." 

THEORY 

Stress change shortly after a surge 

The behaviour of a surging glacier during the quiescent phase can be understood readily 
if the assumption is made that at the end of the surge the basal shear-stress component T along 
that portion of the glacier which has surged takes on an approximately constant value TO, 

and that this value is relatively small. 
The thickness h at any point x along a glacier (x is measured from the end of the glacier 

in a horizontal direction, as shown in Figure 3) at a time t after a surge is given by 
I 

h = ho+ f (d- E/;-uex+v) dt 

o 

where ho is the value of h immediately after the surge, a is the rate of accumulation or ablation 
(a is a positive quantity under accumulation conditions and a negative quantity under 
ablation conditions) , € is the longitudinal rate of extension (a positive quantity) or compression 
(a negative quantity) of the glacier, u is the horizontal velocity component of ice in the x 

direction at the upper ice surface, and v is the vertical ice-velocity component at the bottom 
surface (v is positive in value when motion is upwards). If no ice melts or water freezes at the 
bottom surface the vertical velocity v is equal to us(3 , where (3 is the slope of the bed of the 
glacier (assumed to be small in this paper), and Us is the sliding velocity of the glacier. If 
melting or freezing takes place, the velocity v is decreased or increased by an amount equal 
to the rate of melting or freezing. All the quantities h, ho, u, etc. may depend on x. For the 
glacier shown in Figure 3, the velocities u and Us are negative quantities for normal ice motion 
towards the snout of the glacier. 
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Fig. 3. Longitudinal cross-section of a glacier showing symbols used in text. 
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The surface slope a at time t after a surge is given by 

t 

et. = et. 0 + f [d (d- ih- uet.+ v) /dx] dt (3) 
o 

where a o is the value of a immediately after the surge. The derivation of Equations (2) and 
(3) requires that f3 be small, but not necessarily smaller than a. For simplicity of exposition , 
it will be assumed hereafter that the terms v and d v/dx in Equations (2) and (3) are small 
compared to the other terms in these equations and can be neglected . 

By combining Equations (2) and (3), the following equation is found for T 

t 

T = TO+ pg f {(aod + hod' ) + (ao - hod/dx) (Eh + ua)} dt + 
o I t 

+ pg { I (d- ih- uet. ) dt }{I (d' - d[Eh + uet.]/dx) dt } (4) 
o 0 

where d' = dd/dx. 
For a period of time after a surge both E and u will be rela tively sm all in value. Only 

when the glacier flow recovers will they again become important quantities in Equation (4) . 
During the period of time when these two quantities are small the basal shear-stress component 
T is given by the approximate equation 

(5) 

T he deriva tive d' usually is a positive quan tity over m ost of the length of a glacier. (The 
accumulation rate increases, perhaps slowly, with distance above the firn line and the a blation 
rate increases, perhaps slowly, with distance below the firn line.) Thus above the firn or 
equilibrium line (defined in this paper as the position x = Xf at which d' = 0 ), where d' is a 
positive quantity, the term T increases with time, according to Equation (5). The term T also 
increases with time in the region immedia tely below the firn line in which the expression 
(dao + hod' ) is a positive q uan tity. H owever, near the glacier snou t this expression must 
becom e negative because ao rem ains fini te but ho approaches zero in value. Thus near the 
snout the basal shear-stress component T decreases in value with time. In other words, the ice 
in the snout region becomes stagnant. The term T remains constant with time at tha t place 
in the ablation zone where d = - hod' /ao. 

Let us assume that the accumulation or ablation rate d is a function only of the elevation H 
above a horizontal reference surface (see Fig. 3). Thus, immediately after a surge the deriva
tive d' is given by d' = (dd /dH ) ao. The position along a glacier (in the ablation zone) which 
separates the regions of increasing and decreasing basal shear-stress component T occurs where 
d = - ho dd/dH. The distance L1x below the firn line a t which d takes on this value is given by 
L1x = ho/ao, where ho and ao are the values of these quan tities for x ~ Xf. The difference in 
eleva tion between the upper ice surfaces at the firn line and at the position below the firn line 
that separates increasing and decreasing values of T is thus approximately equal to hfo, 
where hfo is the ice thickness at the firn line. For Finsterwalderbreen this predicted elevation 
drop is around 2 0 0 m and on Muldrow Glacier it is about 5 0 0 m . T he predicted elevation 
drop agrees with that actually observed for Finsterwalderbreen (see Fig. I). Not enough 
information is available to make a comparison with Muldrow Glacier. The position [or which 
T does not change with time occurs in the trigger zone in both Finsterwalderbreen and 
Muldrow Glacier. On a steep , and hence thin, glacier we expect that the trigger zone must 
be very close to the firn line. 
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Our discussion and the results presented up to this point lead to the conclusion that after a 
surge the stresses within the upper part of a cyclically surging glacier increase with time; 
hence the flow of ice in this region gradually becomes more active. But the lower part of the 
glacier becomes increasingly more stagnant. It is interes ting to note that Liest0l (1969) has 
measured surface movements of 30 m a - I in the firn area of Finsterwalderbreen over abou t 
the last 15 years but he has found movements of only a few centimetres per year in the lowest 
part of this glacier. 

Equation (5) explains why the lower part of a glacier becomes more stagnant and the 
upper part more active as time goes by after a surge. It does not explain readily why T 

reaches an anomalously high value (see Fig. I b) in the trigger zone before the next surge 
starts. The more accurate Equation (4) likewise does not permit an easy insight into the cause 
of the anomalously high value of T. 

Detailed observations related to the surging of Lednik Medvezhiy reported by Dolgushin 
and Osipova (in press) show a pattern of velocity distribution similar to that inferred for 
Finsterwalderbreen, including variations of velocity with time and distance a long the 
glacier. Lednik M edvezhiy has a short surge cycle, about 13 years. It is a thin glacier ofabflut 
140 m thickness with a large surface slope of about 5- 6°. It surged last in 1963. The profile 
measured in 1970 bas a region with a built-up surface slope that separates dead ice from active 
ice. However, the profile m easured in 1962, the year before its last surge, does not have such a 
"step" on its surface. The basal shear stress (as calculated by us from the 1962 profile) 
increases rapidly from a value of zero at the snout, where the ice thickness is zero to about 
1.5 bar at a distance of 200 m from the snout where the ice thickness is about 70 m and 
the surface slope is of the order of 11 °. Inequali ty ( 13) is satisfied for this rate of change of 
basal shear stress. However, it is unlikely that these calculations are significant because they 
are made for a region of the glacier in which the ice thickness increa es very rapidly with 
distance up the glacier and the trigger zone, if one indeed exists, must be only of the order of 
50 m in width. 

Anomalousl), high basal shear stress in trigger zone 

W e now give a qualitative explanation of how an anomalously high value of T migh t 
develop in the trigger zone. Our explanation is based on two resul ts from glacier mechanics . 
The first, and very well known, of these results is that if the length L of an active glacier is 
specified and if the maximum shear stress Tm that can be supported at the base of the glacier 
is given, the total volume V of ice within the glacier is essentially determined . The volume V 
is approximately proportional to the expression LTm' . 

The second result (W eertman, 1961 ) is that the length of a glacier in a steady-state 
condition is fixed once the average accumulation and ablation rates and the position of the 
firn line are given . Let Xr be the position of the firn line, de be the average value of the ac
cumulation rate in the accumulation zone, and db be the average value of the ablation rale 
in the ablation zone. Under steady-state conditions, L is given by 

(6) 

For a mountain glacier Xr is a relatively insensitive function of hr, the thickness of ice at the 
firn line (W eertman, 196 I). 

A cyclically surging glacier must satisfy the following equation, which is the analogue of 
Equation (11) 

T J (xrdh + rL -xr] de ) dt = 0 

o 
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where T is the period of one surge cycle. In Equation (7), L , xr, db, and de all can be functions 
o f time. W ere Equation (7) not satisfied , a cyclically surging glacier would not return to the 
same state after a surge. 

It follows directly from Equation (7) that if X f is a relatively insensitive function of hr, 
Li < L < Lo, where Li is the length of a glacier before a surge starts, L is the length of the 
glacier in a steady-state condition, and Lo is the length of the glacier immediately after a 
surge. 

Consider now with the aid of Figures 4, 5 and 6 the changes in thickness and length 
during one cycle of a surging glacier . For the sake of emphasizing some results we start with a 
g lacier in a steady-state condition, although we believe surging glaciers never attain a profile 
for steady-state fl ow. 

...---'"""'----- - L--------i 
---,<..=.------- Lo - --------.j 

Fig . 4. Schematic longitudinal glacier profiles. Vertical scale is exaggerated. Profile A : steady-state profile of glacier with basal 
shear stress Tm . Profile B : profile of glacier of profile A shortly after basal shear stress is reduced from the value T m to 
the value T O. Profile C: steady-state profile of glacier with basal shear stress TO < T m. 
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Fig. 5. Schematic curves of accumulation rate versus distance along a glacier. 
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Curve A of Figure 4 shows schematically the longitudinal profile of a steady-state glacier 
of length L. T he basal shear stress for this glacier is 'Tm . Suppose that by some unspecified 
mechanism the basal shear stress for the steady-state glacier is rapidly reduced in magnitude 
to the value 'To' A reduction in the value of the basal shear stress causes a steady-state glacier 
to surge (Campbell and Rasmussen, 1969). Actually, Campbell and Rasmussen reduced the 
bed-friction coefficien t in their theory. The new length L o is of the order of L ('Tm/'To)! b ecause 
the volume of the glacier will not change appreciably during the surge. 

The glacier profile now is given by curve B of Figure 4. In the accumulation area the 
glacier thickness is reduced but it is still larger than the thickness of a steady-state glacier 
with a basal shear stress 'To. (The profile of a steady-state glacier with a basal shear stress 'To is 
indicated by curve C in Figure 4 . The length of this glacier is approximately equal to but 
slightly less than L. ) 

, 

/~~~-------+-----Li ------~ 

~~-------------------1---Lo--------~ 
Xf 

Fig. 6. Schematic longitudinal glacier profiles. Vertical scale is exaggerated, particularly for step in profile E. Profiles A and B 
are the same as those ill Figure 4. Profiles D and E at two successive times after a surge. Profile E occurs when T :;, Tm 

in the accumulation zone and is the profile which exists shortly bifore a surge starts. 

Next suppose the mechanism which required tha t the basal shear stress be reduced to the 
value 'To is turned off immediately after the surge. Assume tha t the basal shear stress can rise 
in magni tude to the value 'Tm and, over short periods of time, to even higher values. Suppose 
the accumula tion and ablation rates are given by the schematic curve shown in Figure 5 as a 
solid line. Thus in the regions above and below the firn line the accumulation rate and the 
ablation ra te a re almost constant in value. (W e will consider later the case in which these 
two rates do vary wi th distance along the glacier .) 

Figure 6 shows glacier profil es D and E that are produced in time periods after a surge 
when the assumptions just made are valid . These profiles can be deduced from Equations (2) 
and (3) . It should be noted that terms such as Urx and Eh which appear in these equations can 
be ignored at first because ice flow is relatively inactive immediately after a surge. W e assume 
tha t the glacier flow is inactive until the basal shear approaches the value 'Tm. 

In the ablation zone h decreases in value. As a consequence, the basal shear stress also 
decreases, since rx remains roughly constant in value. In the accumula tion zone h increases in 
value and so does the basal shear stress (but rx remains roughly constant in value). When the 
basal shear stress finally becomes approximately equal to 'Tm, the ice thickness in the accumu
lation zone, as shown by profile E, is greater than that of a steady-state glacier. That such is 
the case can be deduced from the fact that immediately after a surge the accumulation area 
surface slope of profile B must be smaller than that of the steady-state glacier of profil e A 
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whose basal shear stress is equal to Tm. Since the surface slope does not change appreciably 
in the accumulation zone as the glacier profiles trace a history from profiles B to D to E , 
the ice thickness for profile E must be larger than that of profile A if the basal shear stress for 
both (in the accumulation area) is equal to Tm. 

The basal shear-stress component given by Equation ( I) is plotted, schematically, in 
Figure 7 for the profile E of Figure 6. A large increase in this basal shear-stress component 
develops near the firn line because of the "step" which develops on the surface there. Note 
that in this region the derivative da(dx is not equal to zero, whereas it essentially vanishes 
elsewhere (for the solid curve of Figure 5). Plastic flow of ice in this region can of course 
spread the "step" over a greater distance in the longitudinal direction and reduce the maxi
mum value of the term T . 

-t--------------.------------------------ X xf 

Fig. 7. Schematic plot of basal shear-slress component T versus dislance along a glacier shortly bifore a surge slarls. Up -hill 
waler flow (Pg < 0) or slationary waler flow (Pg = 0) can occur eilher wilh a maximum (solid curve) or withoul a 
maximum (dashed curve) in the basal shear stress. 

Now let us relax the assumption that a varies only very slowly with distance in the accumu
lation and ablation areas. Let it vary as shown schematically by the dashed curve in Figure 5. 
The derivative a' of the accumulation rate or ablation rate is assumed to be positive over the 
whole glacier. Let this derivative be represented by the symbol a' c in the accumulation zone 
and by a' b in the ablation zone. 

In the accumulation zone both h and (X will increase with time after a surge has occurred. 
Thus the term T given by Equation ( I ) will reach the magnitude Tm at a smaller ice thickness 
than wo uld be the case when a' c ~ o. H owever, provided that 

(8) 

where hs and (xs are the thickness and slope of the steady-state glacier with basal shear stress 
equal to Tm, the thickness of the glacier when T = Till will be greater than that of the steady
state glacier. (Inequali ty (B) is derived from Equation (5) under the assumption that (xs is so 
small that sin (xo ~ (xo and sin (xs ~ (Xs.) 

The time T required for the thickness to attain a value for which T = Tm is of the order of 

T ~ (hs(Xs - ho(Xo)/ (ac(Xo + hoa' c). (9) 

This time should be about the same as the period of a cyclically surging glacier. 
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Whether the basal shear-stress component in the ablation area Increases or decreases 
depends on the magnitude of d' b. If 

d' b < - dblXo/ho, ( IQ) 

the basal shear stress in the ablation zone will continue to decrease with time. As long as the 
derivative d' b satisfies Inequality (10), conditions are met for the production of a stagnant 
zone at the end of a cyclically surging glacier. (A weaker restriction on d' b is sufficient to 
ensure the existence of a stagnant zone. It is necessary only that it be in the accumulation area 
that the stress T first reaches the value Tm. Thus it is possible to have T increase rather than 
decrease in the ablation area of a glacier which has surged and still observe a stagnant zone 
in the ablation area between surges. ) 

Now suppose that the mechanism which caused the basal shear-stress component T to be 
reduced from the value Tm to TO is turned on again once T approaches the value Tm over most 
of the accumulation zone. The glacier once more will increase its length by reducing its 
thickness in the accumulation zone and surging forward in the ablation zone. The glacier 
profile may again approximate that of profile B of Figure 4. (Profile B was obtained from a 
glacier originally in a steady-state condition. A glacier that has gone through many surge 
cycles probably has a volume immediately after a surge that is somewhat different from the 
volume of a steady-state glacier. Its profile after a surge thus would differ somewhat from 
profile B. ) 

When the basal shear-stress component T becomes comparable to Tm , terms such as UIX 

in Equations (2), (3) and (4) become important. Nevertheless, the result that the upper part 
of a cyclically surging glacier becomes active some time after a surge while the lower part 
remains relatively stagnant is not likely to be altered by the increased importance near the 
beginning of the next surge of terms such as UIX. 

The triggering mechanism 

A critical assumption for the history of events pictured in Figures 4 and 6 is that a surge 
starts when the glacier suddenly flows so easily that it must lower its basal shear stress to the 
value TO. Such behaviour seems inexplicable unless the sliding velocity of a glacier under 
certain circumstances can be a double or multiple function of the basal shear stress. 

Two problems are involved (Meier and Post, 1969) in explaining surges through a double
or multiple-valued sliding velocity function . The first and easier problem is finding a 
mechanism that permits the sliding velocity to be very much greater than normal (without 
changing the value of the basal shear stress). The second and harder problem is explaining 
how this mechanism is triggered into action. 

Robin (1955) has suggested that a surge occurs when a cold glacier warms up at its bed. 
His mechanism appears capable of accounting for the surge of Rusty Glacier in the Yukon 
(Clarke and Classen, 1970). We do not believe, however, that it can account for the observed 
surges in large glaciers whose bottom surfaces probably never are cold. 

Other mechanisms have been proposed for surges (Weertman, 1962, 1966, 1969; Lliboutry, 
1969; Nielsen, 1969; Robin, 1969; Robin and Barnes, 1969). We will not consider the relative 
merits of these mechanisms in the present paper. We note that two of the mechanisms, those of 
Lliboutry and ofWeertman, depend on the presence of water at the base ofa glacier. We will 
assume in what follows that the fast-sliding velocity of surging glaciers does require a water 
"lubrication" at the glacier bed. 

It is not enough to have a mechanism that permits a glacier to slide with a fast surge 
velocity. An explanation must be presented of how this mechanism is triggered to start the 
surge. We now show how a water-lubrication mechanism can be triggered. 

The theories of glacier sliding (Weertman, 1957, 1964; Lliboutry, 1964- 65, 1968; Nye, 
1969, 1970 ; Kamb, 1970) all contain the result that the hydrostatic pressure at the base 
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varies on a local scale between high-pressure regions and low-pressure regions. The water 
which flows out from underneath a glacier should be confined in the regions oflower pressure. 
According to the theories of Kamb, Nye and Weertman, the greater the basal shear stress 
which produces the sliding, the lower is the pressure in the local low-pressure zones. (The 
Lliboutry theory of sliding is, in his words, " ... more complex, and it involves not well known 
quantities, and does not allow straightforward computations" (his discussion to Weertman, 
1969, p . 943). W e are, therefore, not certain if his theory predicts that an increase in the basal 
shear stress always leads to a reduction of pressure in the low-pressure zones. Nevertheless, his 
theory requires, and he was the first to predict, that most of the water at the base of a glacier 
is under a hydrostatic pressure less than the ice overburden pressure.) 

W eertman (1972) has inferred from the theories of Kamb (1970) and Nye (1969, 1970) 
that an approximate value for the hydrostatic pressure P in the water which flows at the base 
of a glacier is given by the following equation 

P = pgh-(3/2)!(7(7r2G') ( I I) 
where' is a dimensionless measure of the roughness and G is a dimension less term that depend 
on , . Typical values of G lie between I and 1.5 (Kamb, 1970, fig. 4) and typical values of, 
li e between 0.01 and 0.05 (Kamb, 1970, table 2) . The term (3/2)!(Tj7TzG' ) is of considerable 
magni tude. For T = 1 bar, G = 1.3 and S = 0.01 , its value is about 10 bar. 

The generalized pressure gradient Pg in the longitudinal direction which drives water 
towards the snout of a glacier consists of the gradient of the pressure given by Equation ( I I) 
plus the gradient of gravitational potential energy. The generalized pressure gradient thus i 
equal to 

where pw is the density of water. When IX and f3 are small in value, this equation reduces to 

Pg = pgIX+(Pw - p) gf3 -(3j2 )~ ( l j7TZGS ) (dT/dx). (12b) 

When Pg is positive in value, water flows in the negative x direction in Figure 3 (that is, 
towards the snout of the glacier ) . If Pg were to be negative in value, water would flow "up
hill", a way from the snout. 

According to Equation ( 12b), the pressure gradient Pg will become a negative quantity 
whenever 

From Figure 7 it can be seen that the gradient of T is positive in value and the largest in 
magnitude in the region we have termed the trigger zone of a glacier which is just about to 
urge. Inequality ( 13) is satisfied in the trigger zone for the 1898 profile of Finsterwalder

breen (see Fig. I) and for the 1952 profile of Muldrow Glacier (see Fig. 2) . (I t is assumed 
that G = 1.3 and S = o.or. The inequality is not satisfi ed if S = 0.05. ) 

Figure 8a and b illustrates our conception of how a surge is triggered . Figure 8a shows a 
plot of the basal shear stress versus the distance x shortly before a surge starts. The basal 
shear stress rises from a small value in the stagnant snout region to the value Tm in the upper 
part of the glacier. (In Figure 8a we show the basal shear stress without a maximum value, 
such as we found from the 1898 profile of Finsterwalderbreen , in order to emphasize the fact 
that up-hill water flow does not necessarily require the existence of a peak value in this stress. 
Up-hill water fl ow requires only that the basal shear stress rises at a sufficiently rapid rate.) 
Figure 8b shows the glacier profile at this instant in time. Indicated in the figure are directions 
of water flow under different parts of the glacier. Where Inequality ( 13) is satisfied , the water 
flows up-hill into a region , called the "collection zone", in which the inequality turns into an 
equali ty. In this region Pg ~ o. Because Pg ~ 0 in the collec tion zone, this region acts as a 
" dam" to water flowing down-hill from above it. Most of the wa ter that gathers in the 
collection zone will come from the higher r egion rather than from the lower region. 
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Fig. 8. Schematic plots of basal shear stress and glacier profiles versus distance x at various stages of a surge (see text ). Vertical 
scale is exaggerated. 

Water cannot collect indefinitely in the Pg ~ 0 zone. As more water collects, the glacier 
becomes better " lubricated" in this region and is able to slide more easily. Once this region 
does begin to slide quickly, large quantities of water are produced from the frictional heat of 
sliding. Suppose, as is likely for Finsterwalderbreen some time after 18g8, a zone 1-2 km 
long begins to slide with a fast velocity of 3- 10 km a- I, which is a fast surge velocity; ice will 
be melted off the bottom surface at the rate of 1- 3 m a- I. In other words, as much ice is 
melted off a I km length of the surging glacier as is melted by geothermal heat off a glacier of 
length of 200- 600 km! 

Figure 8c shows a plot of the basal shear stress in the next development towards a surge. 
The ease of sliding in the collection zone of Figure 8b leads to a reduction of the basal shear 
stress in this zone. The burden of supporting the glacier is thrown to the regions of the bed on 
either side of the zone of easy sliding. The basal shear stress on either side thus is increased 
and a tensile stress is set up within the glacier in the region immediately above the fast slip 
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zone and a compressive stress in the region immediately below it . (Let cr be the average 
longitudinal tensile (or compressive) stress set up in a transverse cross-section of the glacier. 
The basal shear stress is given by 

7'* ~ pgh sin IX-d[hcr] jdx (14) 
where the symbol 7'* is used to distinguish the total basal shear stress from just the component 
pgh sin IX. The stress cr is a positive quantity for a tensile stress and a negative quantity for a 
compressive stress . The increase in 7'* on either side of the region of easy sliding follows 
directly from Equation (14).) 

The tensile stress cr in the region immediately above the zone of easy sliding causes the 
glacier to be stretched in longitudinal creep flow. Thus the ice thickness h is reduced in this 
zone. This thinning, as well as the increase in 7'* produced by the term d ( crh) jdx in Equation 
(14), shifts the zone in which Pg ~ 0 up the glacier. The zone in which up-hill water flow 
occurs eventually will be destroyed, because the ice thickness is increased in the stagnant zone 
by the compressive stress. The shear stress in the stagnant zone is increased , which in turn 
eventually leads to a decrease in the derivative d7'* jdx. 

Figure Bd shows the glacier profile at a later stage during the surge. Figure Be shows the 
basal shear stress associated with this profile. A zone in which the pressure gradient Pg is 
small but now is finite in value continues to move up the glacier. This zone no longer accumu
lates ever increasing amounts of water. Nevertheless, it contains much water because Pg ~ 0 
and water can move through it only if the average thickness of the water there is relatively 
large. The sliding velocity in this region is high. As a result, a large amount of water is 
produced here which later flows into the lower portion of the glacier. The lower portion thus 
is lubricated and consequently it too can slide quickly. 

Eventually the surge stops because the Pg ~ 0 zone has travelled up the glacier as far as 
it can. Furthermore, the basal shear stress in the surging portion of the glacier is lowered, 
through the extension of the glacier and subsequent decrease of both h and IX over most of the 
glacier, to such a low value that fast-sliding velocities no longer are possible even over a well
lubricated bed . 

Velociry at which the P g ~ 0 zone moves up a glacier 

A rough estimate of the velocity with which the Pg ~ 0 zone of Figure Bd runs up the 
glacier can be made as follows. The region immediately above the step in the glacier surface 
of Figure 8d has an ice thickness 6.h greater than the region below the step. (A typical value 
of 6.h for a large surging glacier is 100 m. ) An average tensile stress cr of the order of pg 6.h 
must exist in the region immediately above the step because in the region Pg ~ 0 the basal 
shear stress is appreciably smaller than pgh sin IX . The tensile stress can be expected to decrease 
from this value (J ~ pg6.h to a negligible value over a distance up the glacier equal to I or 2 
times the thickness h of the glacier. Thus, according to Glen's creep law, the rate of thinning 
of the glacier immediately above the Pg ~ 0 zone is of the order of B (pg6.h)n, where n = 3.2 
and B = 0.038 bar- n a - I (Glen, 1955). The time required for a length of glacier equal to 
h to decrease its thickness by an amount 6.h is equal to 6.hjhB(pg6.h)n. The velocity with which 
the step of Figure 8d moves up the glacier thus is of the order of hB(pg6.h)n. For 6.h = 100 m 
and h = 300 m, this velocity is 13 km a - I. Thus a step moves with a velocity which is similar 
to a fast-surge velocity. 

DISCUSSION 

The cyclic surge model we have just presented depends on two features. After a surge 
the lower end of a glacier must become increasingly stagnant while the upper end must 
become increasingly active. This behaviour is ensured if the ablation rate is not too strong a 
function of distance along the glacier. 
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At the junction between the stagnant and active ice, a region we call the trigger zone, a 
gradient in the basal shear stress can be set up which in turn can lead to a gradient in the water 
pressure at the base of the glacier which causes water to be dammed up in the trigger zone. 
The water may even flow up-hill. (We emphasize the fact that the up-hill flow of water is not 
essential to the model. The only essential feature is that the pressure gradient must become 
very small or even zero in order that relatively large amounts of water can accumulate in the 
trigger zone. ) 

We believe our model also is capable of explaining surges in small glaciers and in tributary 
glaciers of large glaciers which have surged. In small glaciers the gradient in the basal shear 
stress may satisfy Inequality (13), or satisfy (13) as an equality, at some stage in its history 
over a major fraction of its length. In other words, the whole glacier may become a trigger 
zone. (In the case of a large glacier, it is impossible to have Inequality (13) satisfied, or (13) 
satisfied as an equality, over a major fraction of the length of the glacier and still have reason
able values of the basal shear stress over the same length.) 

As a surge on a large glacier passes the point where a tributary glacier flows in, Inequality 
( 13) could be satisfied over the end of the tributary glacier. Thus the tributary glacier might 
be triggered into surging by the same mechanism that caused the main glacier to surge. On 
the other hand, a surge in a tributary glacier might be caused directly by the high tensile 
stress as well as high basal shear stress which is set up in it when the surface of the surging 
trunk glacier is lowered rapidly (Robin, 1969 ; Robin and Barnes, 1969; W eertman in discus
sion to Robin, 1969) . 

One objection can be raised to the damming action of water we have used in this paper. 
'vVe are assuming that the water melted from the bottom surface is not drained away into 
stream channels at the base of the glacier in the region in which water damming occurs. This 
assumption can be partly justified. One of us (Weertman, 1972) has shown that it is very 
unlikely that water melted at the glacier bed will move into Rothlisberger channels. (A 
Rothlisberger channel is an ice tunnel filled with water at the base of a glacier. The creep 
flow of ice tends to close it up. It is kept open by the melting of ice from its walls. Energy 
dissipated in moving water supplies the heat which produces the melting of ice. ) It is possible 
and even likely that melt water from the upper surface of a glacier will drain out of the glacier 
through Rothlisberger channels that pass through the Pg = 0 zone of Figure 8b. This water 
flow is separated from the flow of water melted from the bottom surface of the glacier and it 
does not affect the damming action discussed in this paper . In the later stages of a surge it is 
doubtful that Rothlisberger channels can remain open in an ice mass that is subjected to 
such intense plastic deformation. 

If a well-developed and closely spaced network of Nye channels exists in the trigger zone, 
there is some doubt that water can be dammed in the manner we have envisaged. (Nye 
channels are cut downwards into the bedrock at the base of a glacier. ) Tributary Nye channels 
are very efficient collectors of water melted from the bottom surface of a glacier (Weertman, 
1972) . However, an excess supply of water saturates the carrying capacity of Nye channels. 
Thus, even if a Nye-channel network does exist, the possibility remains that the damming 
action can take place. 

The reader probably is aware at this stage that our " theory" of cyclic surging is in large 
part a phenomenological one. W e cannot prove from first principles that a cyclically surging 
glacier seeks to have Inequality (13) satisfied , or to have it satisfied as an equality, in the trigger 
zone just before a surge starts. We used field evidence in support of our use of this inequality. 
In order to prove the validity of its importance to the triggering of surges, we would require 
at least a semi-quantitive theory of the effect of water lubrication on the sliding velocity of 
glaciers. (The theory of one of us (Weertman, 1969) could be used for this purpose. However, 
unless this theory gains wider acceptance or is markedly improved by application of a Nye
Kamb analysis of glacier sliding, there does not seem to be too much point in attempting at 
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this time to d evelop a detailed theory with it as a basis. ) Our theory could be improved 
considerably if account could be taken of the ice-flow terms E, U and v that appear in Equations 
(2), (3) and (4) . In other words, the effect of phenomena such as travelling waves that move 
into the ablation zone and increase the ice thickness there should be included in a complete 
theory. 

We do feel that the theory of this paper has pointed to the possible crucial role that a 
g radient in basal shear stress may play in causing water to accumulate under a glacier and to 
start it to surge by lubricating a trigger region. This crucia l role can be tested , possibly 
proved , a nd certainly disproved if incorrect, from rather easy to obtain glacier profiles. 
U nlike most surge theories which have been proposed so far , it is a theory with which the 
field g laciologist may come to grips . 
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